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ABSTRACT
We present the Sequential Initializer Tree Pattern, a creational design pattern for flexible and safe initialization of complex objects in programming. While the Sequential Initializer Pattern [7] provides only one yet safe way to initialize a complex object, the Sequential Initializer Tree Pattern provides an equally safe but more flexible way to initialize a complex object, yet inherits all the benefits of the original pattern, including readability, writeability, enforced correct usage and reduced cognitive load for the user. We show that applying this pattern is as simple as the original pattern, yet provides a more flexible way to safely initialize objects and therefore prevents cumbersome data transformations at code level.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Creational programming design patterns, a subset of the classical design pattern of the Gang of Four (GoF) [9] deal with the process of initializing complex objects. Several patterns exist that make this process more flexible and less error-prone. In programming the concept of RAII (Resource Acquisition Is Initialization) became quite popular in recent years to avoid partly or non-initialized objects, especially in the Perl and C++ community [15], emphasizing the need for techniques for safe object initialization. Named parameters [13] provide an expressive way to explain the usage of each parameter of a constructor at the caller side without the requirement to switch to the manual or declaration of the object. The Builder Pattern [9] is one classical way to achieve this. It makes use of a director that orchestrates the builders to construct the complex object. Using different builders allows for different initialization processes, yet the director needs to be adjusted manually by the programmer, even though automatic generators exist [11], which exemplifies the importance of having well usable ways to initialize complex objects. Recently, the Sequential Initializer Pattern (SIP) [7] was introduced, a variant of the Builder Pattern, specialized on providing a safe and easy to use way that enforces a certain way of initialization, making it very difficult for a user to initialize an object wrongly. In this paper we present the Sequential Initializer Tree Pattern (SITP) which generalizes the SIP to make it more flexible yet equally safe. The SITP is, therefore, a creational design pattern, that provides specific initialization paths for a complex object but with all the benefits from the original SIP including correct usage enforcement for object initialization, automatic support by modern IDEs, the compiler throws an error if the code for object initialization is not correct, and many more benefits.

2 INITIALIZING OBJECTS
In the following we will look at different ways to initialize an object and their drawbacks before introducing our solution in Sec. 3. For explanatory reasons we will use the running example of a simple rectangle in pseudo-code. A complete C++ code example is provided in the appendix A. Other examples are provided in the examples section 3.9.

The classical way to initialize an object in object-oriented programming is to use a constructor. A typical call for a rectangle class is provided in listing 1.

```c
// Object initialization using a simple constructor
Rectangle r(10,20,300,400);
```

Listing 1: Initialization with a simple constructor

While this is probably the most common way to initialize such an object, it comes with various drawbacks in both readability and writeability. What do the parameters stand for? Are these the lower-left and upper right corner? Or are these one corner (which?) and the width and height? The user does not know until they read the manual which is cumbersome and not very time efficient. This is also one of the reasons why programmers of all skills try to avoid these kind of constructors [16]. Even though modern IDEs, such as IntelliJ or Visual Studio Code, provide in-place documentation it still
requires one to place the cursor or pointer on the respective code and can become problematic for more complex objects requiring more parameters for initialization. This is especially true, if the naming of the constructor’s parameters is not expressive. Default values can often be only provided for all the parameters or only for the last parameters, but not arbitrarily. In addition, there is no feedback to the programmer if the last parameters have been forgotten or whether this was on purpose.

Named parameters [13] are therefore common in many modern programming languages, such as Python, C++, Swift, Kotlin or Dart. With these the constructor call can be made more expressive, as shown in listing 2.

```java
// Object initialization using named parameters
Rectangle r(xmin: 10, ymin: 20, width: 300, height: 400);
```

Listing 2: Initialization with named parameters

Now the meaning of the parameters becomes obvious. While this works well for simple objects, as our running example here, it becomes tedious for higher numbers of passed parameters, requires looking up the documentation frequently, and the danger of forgetting a certain parameter increases.

Especially the last aspect is also a problem for the Builder Pattern [9]. Listing 3 shows how the code for our running example could look like using the Builder pattern.

```java
// Object initialization using a builder
// with named parameters
Rectangle r = RectangleBuilder
  .lowerLeftCorner(xmin: 10, ymin: 20)
  .width(300)
  .height(400)
  .build();
```

Listing 3: Initialization with the Builder pattern

The code is easy to understand at a glance, especially when combined with named parameters. The RectangleBuilder class provides several convenience functions to partially initialize the Rectangle object and a build-function to return the Rectangle in the end. Unfortunately, calling all these functions is not enforced in the Builder Pattern and the user can only hope that reasonable default values are used if some functions are not called, which can easily happen if the process and object become more complex as there is no feedback from the IDE or compiler.

To make the initialization process less error-prone the Sequential Initializer pattern [7] enforces the order in which the functions need to be called. The code looks exactly the same as in listing 3 but the user cannot forget to call any of these functions as the compiler will complain otherwise as each intermediate step only returns an intermediate object until after the last call the initialized complex object is returned. In addition, if provided, default values can be set for any of the parameters explicitly, see listing 4.

```java
// Object initialization using the sequential initializer
// pattern incl. default values
Rectangle r = RectangleBuilder
  .lowerLeftCorner(xmin: 10, ymin: 20)
  .defaultwidth()
  .height(400);
```

Listing 4: Initialization with Sequential Initializer Pattern using default values for some parameters

The process of initializing a complex object is expressive and safe with the Sequential Initializer pattern. A problem that still persists is a loss of flexibility which occurs if one wants to provide several ways to initialize a complex object. One might object here, that it was the whole purpose of the Sequential Initializer pattern to do exactly this: Provide one and only one way to initialize an object. While this is true, there are situations in which one wants to have more than one way to initialize an object, especially when different internal representations are possible for the object.

Take our running example of the Rectangle class. Providing the lower left corner and width and height is probably a useful way to initialize it. But what if your data is in another format, e.g., it might be provided as the lower left and the upper right corner. Initializing the rectangle with the Sequential Initializer pattern would require a mapping of the original data onto the representation required by the implementation of the pattern. This is again an error-prone process. But couldn’t we provide several implementations of the Sequential Builder pattern for the Rectangle class? Yes, but then the question arises, which one would be the correct one given a certain data representation? This is not simply decidable, even in our simple example, as the first function call could be exactly the same: to set the lower left corner. So the user would have to dig through the manual again and even a modern IDE would probably not help you much with in-place documentation.

Could the other initializing patterns help here? Unfortunately, not. The Builder pattern suffers from the same problems as the Sequential Initializer pattern in this case. Even worse, if not implemented properly the user might be able to mix the representations and come out with a wrongly initialized object. Another solution could be constructor overloading. In most modern programming languages one can have several constructors for the same class. While this may help in many cases, it does not in this case, as constructor overloading in many programming languages is only possible if the signature of the constructor changes, as otherwise the compiler can not decide which constructor should be called. Modern programming languages, such as Dart, provide the functionality of named constructors to circumvent this problem [6], where each constructor is given a unique name. This certainly solves the problem of same types and numbers of parameters but comes again with the same problems of standard constructors mentioned above and in [7]. What is needed is a safe, yet flexible way to initialize complex objects. To solve this problem we introduce the Sequential Initializer Tree Pattern in the following.

3 SEQUENTIAL INITIALIZER TREE PATTERN

The Sequential Initializer Tree Pattern is a software design pattern that provides several ways to initialize a complex object while at the same time enforces a complete and correct initialization. In its most simple case, where there is exactly one way to initialize an object, it uses the Sequential Initializer pattern [7] to initialize an object, following the classification scheme of [12]. At the same time it generalizes the SIP as it offers the flexibility to provide multiple ways to initialize an object by extending the idea of the SIP’s Step objects, to partly initialize an object, such that one Step object can have multiple successors.
3.1 Context

Objects in object-oriented programming require concrete and correctly initialized instantiations of classes with sensible parameter values. And these values should be provided with an interface that is easy to understand, read, and write. Sometimes more than one option to initialize an object is required or useful, e.g., when different representations for an object exist. This is often tackled by providing several constructors for the object.

3.2 Problem

Complex objects have to be initialized properly, but sometimes one needs more than one way to do so which quickly becomes an error-prone process from a writing perspective that might require referring to the documentation frequently and an unnecessary complex process from a reading perspective. The user needs to choose one of the provided ways to initialize a complex object but with an increasing amount of ways to do so it becomes more and more cumbersome for the user to inform themselves about the different ways and to compare them to the data that is available in order to check if a proper way exists. Modern IDEs fail to help properly if the process is too complex and too many options exist. This complexity may also lead to partially initialized objects if important parameters are not set properly but the compiler generally has no way to enforce correct initialization. The problem becomes particularly clear for less experienced users, who might have problems to follow the tedious process of initialization of a complex object. One example could be to set up a window in a graphics library, that requires to set many parameters correctly, otherwise the window will not appear or stay black.

3.3 Forces

In the following we describe the problems we want to tackle in object initialization using the principle of contradicting forces [17].

- **Multiple ways of initialization**: One wants to initialize a complex object, but one may need specific ways to do so, in order to prevent unnecessary data mappings in the caller-code.
- **Complexity of usage**: The programmer needs to choose one way to initialize an object but there could be multiple choices which are not always clear and concise.
- **Correct usage**: All provided options to initialize an object should lead to a correctly initialized object, but most often the user can introduce errors in all of them.
- **Correct initialization**: It should not lie in the hand of the user to check whether everything was correctly initialized, but correct initialization cannot be checked properly by the compiler, in the general case. Maybe to some extend if the language provides sound null safety.
- **Cognitive load**: A programmer wants intuitive ways to initialize a complex object but the often complicated process and the potential multiple ways to do so require frequent referrals to the documentation or definition of the complex object.
- **Modern IDE support**: Modern IDEs should help the programmer to initialize an object properly but code completion and in-place documentation can get confusing and hard to read, depending on the complexity of the process.

3.4 Solution

Our solution is the introduction of the Sequential Initializer Tree, a data structure where each path from the root node to a leaf node represents one valid way to initialize a complex object. The proposed solution is based on the observation that the initialization of a complex object can be partitioned into several smaller steps, this is called partial initializations. These steps follow a semi-strict ordering, i.e., some steps need to be conducted before others, while for some it does not matter when they are conducted as long as it is guaranteed that they are conducted at some point. In addition, some steps might become obsolete after others have been conducted before.

As there are always two views on programming patterns, we will use the term developer for the person implementing the proposed pattern for a complex object and we will use the term user for the person who wants to initialize the complex object using the proposed pattern. Our goal is to represent the plethora of possibilities mentioned above in a way that the developer can handle this complexity and that a user of our pattern can decide on the ordering of initialization steps on a step-by-step basis but with the restriction that only sensible combinations are available to them. Finally, the user only gets access to the complex object once it has been completely initialized. In the following we first describe the theoretical concept of our solution (Sec. 3.5), then the impact on the user’s view (Sec. 3.6) and finally how a developer can implement our solution (Sec. 3.7).

3.5 Concept

Let us call the different ways to completely initialize an object paths. A path provides all the required steps to initialize an object. In our running example one path could consist of the step to provide the lower left corner of the rectangle together with the steps to provide the width and height, another path would consist of the step to provide the lower left corner and then the step providing the upper right corner. Within these paths the ordering of the steps is often less important and could be permuted, but one has to make sure that no step within a valid path is conducted twice or left out.

To describe all paths desired by the developer, i.e., all sensible and valid combinations of successive steps to create an object, we introduce the Sequential Initializer Tree a tree-data structure, where each path from the root node towards a leaf node represents a possible path to initialize the complex object. Each node is either a step in the initialization process or a special purpose node for a more compact representation, which we will describe in the following. A X(or)-Node (exclusive or) forces to choose a single child during the traversal from the root to the leaf node. A P(ermutation)-Node allows any permutation of child nodes as next steps in the initialization process, similar to P-Nodes in a PQ tree [2]. The Figure 1 shows the Sequential Initializer Tree for our running example of initializing a rectangle.

To map this representation to an actual implementation provided by a developer to the user, we make use of an intermediate representation, the expanded Sequential Initializer Tree, shown in
The Sequential Initializer Tree. Each path from the root to a leaf represents a single way to initialize the complex object. The X(or)-Node enforces to choose a single child in the traversal, the P(ermutation)-Node allows any permutation of the child nodes which then have to be executed in succession. The step nodes (green) represent different steps in the initialization process. Here our running example of initializing a rectangle is used.

The expanded Sequential Initializer Tree shown here is the explicit representation of the Sequential Initializer Tree in Figure 1. Here any path from the root to the leaf node represents a possible initialization scheme of the complex object (one such path is highlighted in red). This tree can be effectively mapped to actual code.

This representation we only have two types of nodes. An X(or)-node, whose purpose is simply to expose its child nodes to the user, so that they can choose which one to call next and pass the respective parameters to it. And a step node, which are responsible to initialize the respective part of the complex object and to return the next node in the sequence, equivalent to the Step objects in [7]. For example choosing the red path shown in Figure 2 would result in the user-side code shown in listing 5 (though the passed parameters can differ).

Listing 5: Initialization with Sequential Initializer Pattern following the red path in Figure 3

Listing 6: Potential usage of the Sequential Initializer Tree Pattern to create a rectangle object
The Sequential Initializer Tree Pattern

In the following we provide a prototype implementation of the SITP using generalization, variadic templates and template meta-programming [1, 5, 10]. Listing 7 shows the basic structure of the step node for our running example, which simply contains the reference to the complex object to be initialized and a next function returning the next node along the path of the Sequential Initializer Tree, which in the case of a step node is unique.

```cpp
class Step<Next>{
    // reference to the complex object
    Rectangle rect;
    // reference is passed on through the constructor
    Step(Rectangle r) : rect(r) {};
    // return next step in the initialization tree
    Next next();
};
```

Listing 7: Template of the step node in pseudo-code

The type of rect could be templated as well, but we kept it simple for our running example, see appendix A for a general implementation. A concrete implementation of the step node for the lower left corner of our running example is shown in listing 8 which inherits from the Step object, sets the respective values and returns the next node along the path in the tree.

```cpp
class RlowerLeftCorner implements public Step<Next>{
    // reference to the complex object
    Rectangle r;
    // to the base class constructor
    RlowerLeftCorner(Rectangle r) : Step<Next>(r) {};
    // implementation of the provided
    // initializing function
    Next lowerLeftCorner(float x, float y){
        this->rect.minx = x;
        this->rect.miny = y;
        return this->next();
    }
};
```

Listing 8: Concrete step node for setting the lower left corner in pseudo-code

In languages supporting multiple inheritance the Xor-Node simply inherits from all child nodes in the tree as this exposes the interfaces of the child nodes to the user, see listing 9. Note the "..." in the code which stands for the variadic templates and therefore an arbitrary number of Step objects the Xor-Node inherits from.

```cpp
class Xor implements public Next {...{
    Xor(Rectangle r) : Next(r)... ()
};
```

Listing 9: Xor-Node in pseudo-code

In languages not supporting multiple inheritance one needs to create a concrete class that implements all the interfaces provided by the child nodes for every Xor-node in the Sequential Initializer Tree. A complete implementation of our running example in C++-Code is given in the appendix.

3.8 Consequences

Benefits:

- **Multiple ways of initialization**: With the Sequential Initializer Tree one can represent multiple ways to safely initialize a complex object, in order to prevent unnecessary data mappings in the caller-code.
- **Complexity of usage**: The presented pattern allows for various ways to initialize an object, but all paths reflect a valid initialization path in the Sequential Initializer Tree and the complexity is constant and low as the user only needs to choose one function from a small set of functions in each initialization step.
- **Correct usage**: All of the paths within the Sequential Initializer Tree are strongly compiler enforced (for strongly typed languages). There is no chance to choose a wrong path that leads to a wrongly initialized object.
- **Correct initialization**: Each path in the Sequential Initializer Tree correctly and fully initializes the complex object. There is no way to access the complex object without following one of these paths. This can even be guaranteed for circular dependencies [14].
- **Cognitive load**: The proposed pattern will lead the user through the initialization steps. As each step is expressive in itself, the need to refer to the manual or definition of a class is diminished.
- **Modern IDE support**: Modern IDEs can use code completion and in-place documentation to provide the user with helpful information to initialize an object. This becomes even more helpful as the number of possible functions to call in each step of the Sequential Initializer Tree is very limited.

Liabilities:

- **Correct usage**: All information about the object to create should be available at the time it is instantiated. Otherwise the user would have to handle the step-objects hiding the...
3.9 Examples

The concept of semi-strict ordering to achieve a certain goal in the SITP can be found in the real-world without actually noticing it. E.g. many cooking recipes follow the SITP when writing "pour ingredients X, Y, and Z into the bowl, then stir", it actually does not matter, whether X is poured before Y or Z if not explicitly stated, as long as the stirring begins only after. Another example is cleaning a child’s room. One certainly has to tidy up the toys from the ground before vacuum cleaning the floor, but it doesn’t matter in which order the toys are tidied up. And as a third example, writing could be seen as an example for the SITP. Take the sentence "The dog wags its tail, because it is happy". The ordering of the words is important, otherwise the sentence might not make sense anymore, such as "Because dog happy is it its tail the wags" and someone would complain about this (in the software implementation of the SITP this is the compiler). On the other hand the ordering is semi-strict as the sentence "Because the dog is happy, it wags its tail" makes perfect sense.

In the following we give some more coding related examples where the usage of the Sequential Initializer Tree Pattern proves useful. Generally the Sequential Initializer Tree Pattern also strongly improves readability of code, as each step in the initialization process is neatly described.

Ordering: In many areas the semantic mapping is different from the mapping of data in memory. A typical example for this are matrices, which are a basic building block to implement complex algorithms in math, graphics, computer vision, or artificial intelligence. A common problem is transforming the matrices from one library matrix representation to another. Let’s assume we want to initialize a $2 \times 2$ matrix. The code could look like in listing 10.

```
// Bad example for a matrix initialization
Matrix20 m = Matrix2DBuilder
    .row1(1.1, 2.2)
    .row2(3.3, 4.4);
```

Why is it bad? Because it is not clear if the Matrix class uses row or column-major format internally. And even if the user looks it up in the documentation, they need to remember what row or column-major actually means as these terms are often confusing and hard to remember.

Using the Sequential Initializer Tree pattern the code could look like listing 11. Two options are given using rows or columns.

```
// row-based initialization
Matrix20 m = Matrix2DBuilder
    .row1(1.1, 2.2)
    .row2(3.3, 4.4);
```

```
// column-based initialization
Matrix20 m = Matrix2DBuilder
    .col1(1.1, 3.3)
    .col2(2.2, 4.4);
```

Listing 11: Expressive example for a matrix initialization using the Sequential Initializer Tree

It immediately becomes clear to the reader whether the first two values describe the first row or column of the matrix because it is written directly in the code, making the code much more expressive. Neither can the user forget to set a row or column nor can they mix both representations as none such path exists in the Sequential Initializer Tree.

Conversion: In many cases one data value can have different representations, e.g. a color can be represented using RGB, YUV, Lab or other representations. Using the Sequential Initializer Tree pattern all possible initializations could be easily provided as in listing 12.

```
// Bad, what do the parameters mean?
Color c = ColorBuilder.R(0.5).G(0.3).B(0.1);
```

```
// Good, intention is clear
Color c1 = ColorBuilder.R(0.5).G(0.3).B(0.1);
Color c2 = ColorBuilder.RGB(0.5, 0.3, 0.1);
Color c3 = ColorBuilder.YUV(0.3, 0.25, 0.7);
```

Listing 12: Comparison of a simple constructor and initialization using the Sequential Initializer Tree for colors

Another common example in computer graphics would be 3D positions which can be expressed in terms of xyz-coordinates or polar coordinates where one defines two angles $\theta$ and $\phi$ and a radius $r$, see listing 13.

```
// Bad, what do the parameters mean?
Pos3D p = Pos3DBuilder.XY(0.5, 0.3, 0.1);
```

```
// Good, intention is clear
Pos3D p1 = Pos3DBuilder.X(0.5).Y(0.3).Z(0.1);
Pos3D p2 = Pos3DBuilder.XYZ(0.5, 0.3, 0.1);
Pos3D p3 = Pos3DBuilder
    .RadiusThetaPhi(0.59, 80.27, 30.96);
Pos3D p4 = Pos3DBuilder
    .RadiusTheta(80.27)
    .Phi(30.96);
    .Radius(0.59);
```

Listing 13: Comparison of a simple constructor and four variants of initialization using the Sequential Initializer Tree for 3D positions
Settings: There are many cases which bear some resemblance to the SITP but would benefit from it. E.g., whenever certain settings are required the SITP could help to ensure all required settings have been set. This is a typical scenario when writing graphics applications and instantiating a window handler. An example is given in listing 14 for the well-known OpenGL Utility Toolkit.

```java
// Bad, some important settings could be forgotten
glutInit(&argc, argv);
glutDisplayMode(GLUT_DEPTH | GLUT_DOUBLE | GLUT_RGBA);
glutWindowPosition(100,100);
glutWindowSize(512,512);
glutCreateWindow("My Window");
```

// Good, all important information is queried automatically from the user
GlutAppBuilder.
..withDoubleBuffer()
..withRGBA()
..withDoublePrecision()
..withDepth()
..atPosition(100, 100)
..withResolution(512, 512)
.title("My Window")
..create();
```

Listing 14: Comparison of initializing a window using GLUT and the fluent interface using the Sequential Initializer Tree

3.10 Related patterns

- **Named Parameters** [13]: Programming languages that incorporate Named Parameters enable the assignment of parameter names to the variables passed during a function call, often imposing it as a requisite. This facilitates the allocation of parameters in arbitrary order and enables default values to be set for each parameter, not just the last ones. Nevertheless, it conceals the usage of default values for each parameter, a limitation that is overcome in the Sequential Initializer Tree pattern. Furthermore, the Sequential Initializer Tree pattern offers the added benefit of conveying the intent of each parameter in a more explicit manner.

- **Currying** [4]: The process of converting a multi-argument function into a series of single-argument functions is referred to as currying. For instance, given \( x = f(a, b) \), currying can transform it into \( h = g(a) \) and \( x = h(b) \), or more concisely, \( x = g(a)(b) \). Currying itself is primarily used in functional programming and theoretical proofs, such as in Haskell. It does not modify internal states, a requirement that is vital in the context of object instantiation. Furthermore, currying is mainly used for partial function initialization, i.e., binding parameters to functions, in a sense the SITP can be seen as a kind of currying for object initialization.

- **Method Chaining/Cascading** [8]: Modifier methods return the host object so that additional modifiers can be applied in a single expression. Code-wise this looks similar to the SITP but the method chaining/cascading does not enforce a particular order or prevent misusage. Fluent interfaces use method chaining/cascading for object initialization.

- **Pipeline pattern** [3]: The Pipeline pattern establishes a robust pipeline that can be decomposed into a sequence of steps, each executing a computation that operates on the output of the preceding step. In contrast to our pattern, the Pipeline pattern disallows any additional parameters from being passed between stages, and is usually fixed without any possibility of configuration, rendering it unsuitable for most object initialization tasks. Typically, the Pipeline pattern is used to process data in a sequential, multi-stage manner, rather than for initializing objects.

- **Builder pattern** [9]: The Builder pattern is a powerful solution to the challenges of generating multiple representations of a complex object within a single construction process and streamlining the creation of a class that encompasses complex object creation. Typically, a director is used to oversee the creation process and call upon various builders. Although the Builder pattern has a wide range of applications, our paper focuses on its primary objective, which is object initialization. In contrast to the Sequential Initializer pattern [7], which enforces strict usage, the desired flexibility of the Builder pattern can lead to usage errors. Our pattern combines the best of both worlds, flexibility of initialization with a strict enforced usage.

- **Expression Builder** [8]: The Expression Builder provides a so-called fluent interface as a separate layer on top of a regular API to improve readability. It is a specialization of the Builder pattern for the context of object initialization and is related to Method Chaining. While the goal is similar to SITP the Expression Builder follows the concept of the standard builder pattern in that it generally does not enforce an ordering or ensures correct initialization, therefore function calls could be applied more than once or be left out.

- **The Billion Dollar Fix** [14]: The Billion Dollar Fix provides a safe modular circular initialisation with placeholders and placeholder types for circular structures (structures where one element needs a reference to another so that they form a circle in the end). This avoids the danger of temporarily uninitialized pointers, which are unavoidable when initializing these circular structures directly. The SITP could be used to hide the dangers of initialization also for specific circular structures from the user, however, inside the implementation of the SITP one would still encounter the same dangers or would have to use the Billion Dollar Fix internally.

- **Abstract Factory** [9]: The Abstract Factory pattern offers a means of generating collections of related objects while abstracting their concrete classes behind an interface. The primary objective of this pattern is to use polymorphism in order to hide the internal representation of the objects created. In contrast, our aim is to explicitly instantiate a specific object and to provide transparency to the user regarding the creation process.

- **Factory Method** [9]: The Factory Method pattern abstracts the complexities of object instantiation by offering a designated method for creation. The Sequential Initializer Tree pattern, on the other hand, is an extended iteration of the Factory Method pattern, that enhances readability, expressiveness, flexibility and reduces the workload of the user by breaking down the process into multiple function calls that modern IDEs can suggest to the user in a step-by-step manner.
4 CONCLUSION
We presented the Sequential Initializer Tree pattern, a creational design pattern for programming to safely initialize complex objects in various ways. The pattern allows to design several feasible paths to initialize a complex object and enforces the user to follow one of these paths based on their previous choices. This becomes especially useful if different representations for a complex object exist and one wants to avoid explicit conversion. The benefits of using the pattern are especially: Enforced correct usage and modern IDE support which guides through the different initialization steps leveraging cognitive load for the user, therefore, providing a safe yet flexible way to initialize complex objects. We believe the SITP pattern could become even more powerful as soon as programming languages support it natively, e.g., using new language constructs and keywords to implement this pattern instead of constructors. Till then it should be possible to write automated generators to lift the burden of writing all the required step classes manually.
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A COMPLETE SOURCE CODE

```cpp
// our "complex" object
struct Rectangle {
    float minx();
    float miny();
    float maxx();
    float maxy();
};

// Builder for the Sequential Initializer Tree
template<typename ComplexObject>
struct SeqTreeBuilder {
    ComplexObject object;
    public:
        SeqTreeBuilder() = default;
        // Template of the xor-Node
        // using multiple inheritance
        template<typename ... Next>
        struct Xor : public Next {...
    }
    // Template of the xor-Node
    // using multiple inheritance
    template<typename ... Next>
    struct Xor : public Next {...
        explicit Xor(ComplexObject & o) : Next(o)... ()
    }
    // Template of the step node
    template<typename Next>
    struct Step{
        ComplexObject & obj;
        explicit Step(ComplexObject & o) : obj(o){};
        protected:
            Next next(){ return Next(obj); };
    };
    // Concrete implementations of the step nodes
    template<typename Next>
    struct RLowerLeftCorner : public Step<Next>{
        explicit RLowerLeftCorner(ComplexObject & o) : Step<Next>(o){}
        Next lowerLeftCorner(float x, float y){
            this->obj.minx = x;
            this->obj.miny = y;
            return this->next();
        }
    };
    template<typename Next>
    struct RUpperRightCorner : public Step<Next>{
        explicit RUpperRightCorner(ComplexObject & o) : Step<Next>(o){}
        Next upperRightCorner(float x, float y){
            this->obj.maxx = x;
            this->obj.maxy = y;
            return this->next();
        }
    };
    template<typename Next>
    struct RWidth : public Step<Next>{
        explicit RWidth(ComplexObject& o) : Step<Next>(o){}
        Next width(float w){
            this->obj.maxx = this->obj.minx + w;
            return this->next();
        }
    };
};
```
template<typename Next>
struct RHeight : public Step<Next> {
    explicit RHeight (ComplexObject & o) : Step<Next>(o){}
    Next height (float w) {
        this -> obj . maxy = this -> obj . miny + w;
        return this -> next();
    }
};

// optional: create node, whose only purpose is to
// give feedback to the user,
// that the initialization is finished

template<typename Next>
struct RCreate : public Step<Next> {
    explicit RCreate (ComplexObject & o) : Step<Next>(o){}
    Next create () {
        return this -> next();
    }
};

using SequentialInitializerTree =
  Xor<
    RLowerLeftCorner <
        Xor<
            RUpperRightCorner <RCreate<Rectangle>>,
            RHeight <RHeight< RCreate<Rectangle>>>,,
            RHeight <RWidth< RCreate<Rectangle>>>>,
        >,
    RWidth<
        Xor<
            RLowerLeftCorner <RHeight< RCreate<Rectangle>>>,,
            RHeight <RLowerLeftCorner <RCreate<Rectangle>>>>,
        >,
    RHeight<
        Xor<
            RLowerLeftCorner <RWidth< RCreate<Rectangle>>>,,
            RWidth< RLowerLeftCorner <RCreate<Rectangle>>>>,
        >,
    >,
    SequentialInitializerTree build () {
        return SequentialInitializerTree(object); }
>};

Listing 15: Full C++ example code: Rectangle and Sequential
Initializer Tree

int main (){
    SeqTreeBuilder<Rectangle> builder;
    // all three variants are valid ways
    // to initialize a rectangle
    Rectangle r1 = builder.build()
        .lowerLeftCorner(1.0f, 1.0f)
        .width(4.0f)
        .height(3.0f)
        .create();
    Rectangle r2 = builder.build()
        .width(5.0f)
        .height(2.0f)
        .lowerLeftCorner(1.0f, 1.0f)
        .create();
    Rectangle r3 = builder.build()
        .height(3.0f)
        .lowerLeftCorner(1.0f, 1.0f)
        .width(4.0f)
        .create();

Listing 16: Full C++ example code: main function
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